
Appendix B 
 
Additional Licensing Scheme 2019 
 
Public Consultation Responses 
 
The following letter was received from Gwent Police in response to the consultation: 
 



 
  



The results of the online questionnaire are as follows: 
 

1. Which of the following best describes you? 
 

  Number of people Percentage of people 

An owner-occupier of a property in Newport 13 37.14% 

A tenant renting housing in Newport 7 20.00% 

A landlord operating a property in Newport 7 20.00% 

An agent letting or managing rented properties in 
Newport 

2 5.71% 

A business operating in Newport 0 0.00% 

A community group or charity operating in 
Newport 

1 2.86% 

Other 5 14.29% 

Total responses 35 
 

 
Comment on results: A surprising number of owner occupiers responded to the 
questionnaire. 
 

2. To what extent would you support the proposal to continue to operate Additional 
Licensing in Newport? 

 

  Number of people 
Percentage of 

people 

Fully support 10 28.57% 

Partially support 1 2.86% 

Do not support 24 68.57% 

Do not know / not sure 0 0.00% 

Total responses 35 

  
Comment on results: 92% of owner occupiers said they did not support the proposal. This 
was surprising as those categorising themselves as owner occupiers were presumably not 
landlords or tenants, and these individuals would not normally have a strong reason to 
oppose HMO licensing. 
 
When it came to tenants, 43% said they supported the proposal, while the remainder said 
they did not. 
 
Of the 9 responses from landlords and managing/letting agents, 78% said that they did not 
support the proposal. 
  



 
3. What impact, if any, do you feel continuing Additional Licensing in Newport would 

have on you? 
 

  Number of people 
Percentage of 

people 

A positive impact 8 22.86% 

No impact 3 8.57% 

A negative impact 23 65.71% 

Don't know / not sure 1 2.86% 

Total responses 35 

  
The same owner occupiers who said they were opposed to the proposal said they felt that 
the scheme would have a negative impact on them. No reasons were provided for this. 
 
The one owner occupier in support of the proposal said that they felt there would be a 

positive impact and gave the following reason: “There are a large number of hmo properties 

near me and I would be very concerned if licensing were removed as the standard of the 

accommodation would fall and tenants would be put at risk.” 

Those tenants that did not support the proposal said that they felt there would be a negative 

impact on them, but no reasons were provided for this. 

The landlords provided the following reasons for their views on the impact of the scheme: 

“Landlords are currently being bombarded with additional legislative changes which are very 

expensive to comply with and are together draining any profit from landlords with mortgages. 

Section 24 of the Finance Act has a huge impact on profitability is a primary cause of 

landlords selling up and thereby reducing the number of PRS homes available at a time 

when rental demand is growing. The HMO licences fee is excessive. The Rent Smart Wales 

scheme vets the suitability (in a more in depth manner) of all landlords and any managing 

agent and as such negates the need for an individual Welsh council to do so. The 

Environmental Health dept is already geared up to deal with complaints, surely that is all that 

is required?” 

“I had 4 young men staying in a large house. They kept the place immaculate, including the 

gardens. Additional licensing forced me to change to renting to a professional family.     

Since then the place is a tip, they do not open windows and for the first time ever there is 

mould in some areas. The wear and tear plus damage has been terrible. The gardens are 

over grown and I have had to pay for remedial works. Such is the problem that I am 

seriously considering serving a Section 20 on them, before the property becomes 

uninhabitable.” 

“I believe that licencing raises the standard of properties” 

“Depending on the detail it has the potential to:    - improve standard of housing  - allow 

increased rent for better quality of housing  - address rogue landlords    It may also:    - drive 

landlords out of the PRS due to micro management  - drive landlords out of the PRS due to 

unsustainable costs  - ignore and push rogue landlords further under ground as resources 

on focussed on administrating the already 'decent' landlords” 



4. Do you think that the type of HMO properties targeted by the scheme are correct? 
(See the Review and Proposal document for details) 

 

  Number of people 
Percentage of 

people 

Yes 9 25.71% 

No 23 65.71% 

Do not know / not sure 3 8.57% 

Total responses 35 

  
Of those respondents that said no, the following reasons were given: 
 
“It would be more understandable for 3 storey properties plus where there are additional 
safety requirements, but to force licensing on 2 storey 3/4 bedroom properties is heavy 
handed.” 
 
“My experience leads to believe this catch additional licensing is more about revenue raising 
than raising standards.” 
 

5. Given the data presented in the Review and Proposal document, do you agree that 
Additional Licensing in Newport has maintained or improved standards in this type of 
private rented housing? 

 

  Number of people 
Percentage of 

people 

Yes 8 22.86% 

No 24 68.57% 

Do not know / not sure 3 8.57% 

Total responses 35 

  
Of those that responded no or don’t know/not sure, the following reasons were given: 
 
“Possibly in the past but my view has changed since the introduction of Rent Smart Wales.” 
 
“I cannot comment on other properties but I do not believe that Additional Licensing has 
improved the 'standard' of the properties that I let. As a decent landlord with a conscience I 
have always tried to provide decent accommodation (despite tenants occasionally destroying 
my properties that were provided to them in a decent condition). The only difference now is 
that I pay NCC to prescribe how I do that and to ensure that I have carried out what they 
prescribe.” 
 
Of those that responded yes, the following reasons were given: 
 
“Tenant living standards are improved and their safer in their homes” 
 
“I believe substandard properties have been forced to comply” 
 
“I believe it has maintained and improved standards in housing” 
 
“Based on figures.” 
 



6. To what extent do you feel the Licensing fees are reasonable or unreasonable? (See 
the Review and Proposal document for details) 

 

  Number of people 
Percentage of 

people 

Totally reasonable 5 14.29% 

Fairly reasonable 4 11.43% 

Fairly unreasonable 2 5.71% 

Totally unreasonable 21 60.00% 

Don't know / not sure 3 8.57% 

Total responses 35 

  
Comment on results: Of the 23 respondents that felt the fees were fairly or totally 
unreasonable, 4 were landlords, 2 were letting/managing agents and surprisingly 12 were 
owner occupiers. 4 were tenants. 
 
The following reasons were provided from those respondents: 
 
“The cost of the licence eats a big hole in an already reducing profitability. If the council's 
intention is to drive more landlords out of the PRS then they might well get their wish. Will be 
interesting to see how they go onto house the hundreds/thousands of additional people 
unable to find a home they can afford who then turn to the council for assistance.” 
 
“The year on year increase exceeds both RPI and CPI, which is unjustifiable.    Also, I do not 
believe that my properties cost as much as the Licensing Fee charges for NCC to manage 
and administer. I believe that I am paying more than the actual cost so that money goes into 
a pot to fund other work of NCC with regards to HMOs and the Licensing. This should not be 
the case. Just because I am landlord, I should not be expected to pay towards other landlord 
or PRS related issues any more than any other member of the Newport community. I should 
be expected to pay for my properties only and if further money is required for further 
resourcing within the department then it should come from central NCC funding and/or 
council tax from everyone.” 
  
Of the 9 respondents that felt that the fees were fairly or totally reasonable, 1 was an owner 
occupier, 3 were tenants, 3 were landlords, 1 was the Fire & Rescue Service and one did not 
specify. 2 of the landlords who said the fees were fairly reasonable were those that said they 
did not support the proposal to continue the licensing scheme. 
 
The following reasons were provided by the respondents who felt that the fees were fairly or 
totally reasonable: 
 
“Not as high as some councils.” 
 
“I do think it is on the expensive side and would hate for landlords to be seen as a cash cow 
as this will have a negative effect on tenants” 
 

7. Do you feel that the standard licensing conditions are reasonable and improve the 
standard of this type of private rented housing? (See the Review and Proposal 
document for details) 

 
Comment on the results: Unfortunately it appears that this question was often mis-read, as 
67% of those who said that they did not support the proposal not to continue with Additional 



Licensing, were those that earlier in the questionnaire said they did not support the scheme 
continuing. 
 
As this question was often mis-read, the reasons given for some of the responses must be 
read with caution, however they were as follows: 
 
“This would be the wrong direction to take as it is only via licensing that standards are 
maintained. Tenants are often too intimidated to make complaints and the general public are 
not aware of what is required so may not realise that this option is available” 
 
“Why penalise decent landlords with hefty and unnecessary licence costs when they are 
providing good quality accommodation?” 
 
“I would fully support such a move. I have always tried to keep my properties at a standard 
where I would be happy to live in them myself. Please remember that there are rogue 
tenants too.” 
 
“Having provided decent accommodation within the NCC area for over 15 years I have spent 
substantial time and finances conforming to what at times has been constantly changing and 
whimsical policy regarding HMO and Additional Licensing. To remove Additional Licensing 
now would render all that time and money wasted and allow unregulated properties to enter 
the market, most probably at a lower rental price point and you would possibly see a race to 
the bottom.” 
 
“Needs additional licensing” 
 

8. What impact, if any, do you feel NOT operating an Additional Licensing Scheme 
would have on you? 

 

  Number of people 
Percentage of 

people 

A positive impact 13 37.14% 

No impact 5 14.29% 

A negative impact 11 31.43% 

Don't know / not sure 6 17.14% 

Total responses 35 

  
The following reasons were given for some of the responses to this question: 
 
“Property standards would fall and hmo properties would not be managed as well as they 
are now” 
 
“Well for one thing I'd have more money available to spend on my properties! £850 would 
buy a new kitchen for my tenants!” 
 
“In my case I could have continued to offer a home to 4 nice lads who kept the house and 
gardens immaculately. Now the place although complying with the law, is a disgrace.” 
 
“Less fees to pay” 
 
“It would lead to less safe, poorer quality, unregulated properties entering the market. Quality 
of property would reduce as corners were cut in order to offer cheaper rents and increase 
profits.” 



 
“No scope for improvement” 
 

9. If you have any suggestions on how the Council can improve HMO properties in the 
private rented sector, please tell us in the box below. 

 
The following comments were made: 
 
“More inspections of hmos” 
 
“More help to tenants as we hardly hear from you” 
 
“Make the standards they have to obtain stricter to ensure the properties are safe healthy 
homes for residents” 
 
“Carry out compulsory purchase of properties left void, unmanaged or dilapidated.” 
 
“Encourage empty floors above shops to be utilised as accommodation.” 
 
“Give them bigger bins - more households in a property = more rubbish.” 
 
“You have no option with mandatory licensing. You do have an option with additional 
licensing to prevent travesties like my case.” 
 
“Focus the majority of resources upon rogue landlords, not chasing the minor detail with 
what are essentially decent landlords.” 
 
Comment: The views relating to compulsory purchase of empty properties and encouraging 
the use of empty floors above shops are outside of the scope of Additional Licensing. 
 

10. If you have any further comments on the proposal, please use the box below. 
 
The following comments were made: 
 
“Write to tenants more often   deliver tenant factsheets with advice  Work with benefits as 
they have records of private tenants to liaise with tenants and send info out via email regular 
on standards expected in housing so we know who to contact if your home differs!” 
 
“I believe the council should make more effort identifying those landlords, HMO and 
otherwise, not registered with RSW and penalise them. I have reported 2 RSW unlicensed 
landlords to RSW but no action has been taken. RSW unlicensed landlords are the ones 
most likely to be providing shoddy/dangerous accommodation.” 
 
“As with anything, the devil is in the detail. Additional Licensing is in theory a good thing, as 
long as it addresses the basics such as fire regs, safety, minimum living standards etc. Once 
it starts to prescribe anything other than the basics then it becomes both intrusive, 
unsustainable and ineffective.    Also of major importance is that NCC puts responsibility 
upon the tenant (where appropriate) as to their part within the PRS and HMO. Unless 
officially identified as a vulnerable person then a tenant is a grown responsible adult that is 
as much a part of society as anyone else, and should not be portrayed or assumed to be the 
victim in the landlord/tenant equation. As such, NCC should pursue and enforce against 
tenants as and when they are the problem.” 
  



 
The following letter was received from the Residential Landlords Association. 
 
Comment: This letter was received after the consultation had closed. It makes a number of 
interesting points, which have been considered carefully before setting out the Preferred 
Option set out in the Cabinet Member Report to which this is an appendix. 
  



 
  



 
  



 
  



 
  



 


